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Next Run 2260
Date:

TUES 26 April 2022

Hare: Blank - Bullsbrook

Time: 6:30pm Van Driver:
Co
Hare:

Theme:

Blow Job
ANZAC Day

Run
Carine Open Space
Site:
Grub: BYO

Map Link:

Check Website

Check H4 Run listing on the web site (or click on the link below) and book
your run with Shit Scraper & Molly Dooker
Upcumming Runs

2261
2262

Date
2 May
9 May

Hares
Mullaway
Mother

Van Driver
Ampol
Barrelina

2263

16 May

Popeye

Cookie

If you can’t take your turn at driving the van YOU need to find someone to swap out with. Contact the
On Sec:- HardCase. hamersleyonsec@gmail.com

Run Report 2259 – Sheepthrills @ Meller Park, Bibra Lake
Preamble:
Lucky I knew the way to the Hash site at Meller Park in Bibra Lake tonight as I was our car pool
driver the last time we were at this site! Something was mentioned about short straws!
The Run:
Sheepthrills tells us the that it was the 133rd birthday of someone who
should not be mentioned who caused so much chaos for Germany. No, it
wasn’t Charlie Chaplin as it was his 133rd birthday 4 days ago on 16 April
2022. Sheepthrills doesn’t need the height advantage of the crate and
tells us that there is a Runners run and a Walkers march tonight. There
will also be a Drink Stop. The Walkers were requested to lead off on the
march in John Cleese Fawlty Towers fashion!
Fellow FWB’s with HardCase tonight were Barrelina, RADS and Baron
and a cracking pace was set given the early shortcut from the Runner’s
trail. So much so that we got caught on the first FT but HardCase was
not be fooled on the second FT but took it upon himself to do the third
FT just as the Running pack caught up with the Walkers. The only one of
the Runners to say thanks was McCockatoo. Eventually we reached the Drink Stop that was within

sight of home. The Jägermeister was well appreciated by all – it certainly was by Rooted who
enjoyed 4 cups of it! It was 7.45Km for the Running Pack while this FWB recorded 5.15Km.
Circle Up & Visitors and Returniks
Visitors:
•

None tonight

Returniks:
•

Swallow – looks like he came straight from work and headed home before the circle so
missed his DD.

Covid Returniks:
•

Arseholeo/Biggles/Precious/ELF – only one common denominator according to GM Donka
and that is ELF who is awarded a special shirt for the evening!

Covid Report:
Latest news from our members who have succumbed to Covid is:• ELF – back at Hash tonight.
•

Precious – back at Hash tonight

•

Biggles – back at Hash tonight.

•

Donka – back at Hash tonight.

•

Arseholeo – back at Hash tonight

•

C-Man – caught it from his Unmentionable. Finishing isolation on Tuesday. His symptoms
comprised a bad case of hay fever but the rest of the time he was going stir crazy!

General Business:
First up on the elfin stool was Bravefart who was talking to On Sec Hard Case. Not his fault
for once as he was just answering a question!
Rooted then tells us a story about taking his Grandkids to the Museum where they thought that
he was one of the Exhibits! A joke about short names was then delivered to allow the “physically
challenged” to be seated. I for one did not figure that Arnold Schwarzenegger was a short name!
I did notice that poor old Boxy who should qualify for a seat was left standing at one point while
others who didn’t look too physically challenged to me were seated.
McCockatoo entered the circle and reminded us all about the Poorman’s Interhash at Cervantes
next weekend and Hamersley’s Onshore run on Friday. He reckoned that the Song Master ELF
needed to be on form and to bring his sound system with him!
GM Donka makes an executive decision about what shirts that Hamersley members should wear
on the Onshore Run – Run 2222 shirts! For the Poorman’s Hash run on Saturday they should wear
Black shirts. At this stage Screwdriver interjects and says that is fortuitous as the colour
coordination for Saturday is Black & Gold. Saturday night will be a Caribbean theme with Bob
Marley and his Wailers. Considering that Bob has been dead for over 40 years it may be some
other wailers that they will hear! Screwdriver earns himself a DD for this elucidation.
Bravefart asks who is in charge of the Tanks as he is expecting a Panzer Division at Cervantes.
Methinks that he may need to lay off the VB!

MauSei reminds members that as a mark of respect we should all wear our ANZAC T-shirts next
Tuesday for the Anzac Day run.
McCockatoo comes forward with a joke and it is pretty obvious who he is voting for at next
month’s General Election!
Charges:
Mel Adjusted calls forward Captain Hook and Shit Scraper and then charges MauSei for mixing
then up on the Run. MauSei initially tries to deny the charge but Disgraceful reckons that he was
a witness to it. DD to MauSei.
It seems like it is MauSei’s lucky night as Rooted brings a charge on him. Firstly he thanks him
for looking after the Run Book last week and then charges him for falsifying signatures. Popeye
seemed upset that he did not manage to sign on the top line of the page this week. The charge is
reversed and Rooted takes the DD.
Captain Hook incurs the wrath of GM Donka by trying to introduce a Sports Report during
Charges and earns himself a seat on the Ice.
XYZ tries to show up RA Kazi who reckoned that his Grandmother taught him to swear in German
as a young kid. It did not matter that XYZ was swearing in Austrian German RA Kazi still gets
the DD.
McCockatoo incorrectly addresses GM Donka when he enters the circle and just misses out on a
seat on the Ice. He tries to undermine Song Master ELF by saying that he will need to do better
on the H4 Onshore Run on Friday at Cervantes. As usual no one is listening to him! Screwdriver
says that there will be no power on the beach at Cervantes for Song Master ELF’s sound system
and the only solution will be to fill him up with piss! Somehow that escaped me Precious gets the
charge and the DD to go along with it!
Popeye entertains us with a joke in the form of a true story about his recent travels up to Port
Hedland – something about Pig’s ears and crackling! He earns a DD for his efforts.
WOW:
The highlight of the week arrives – or RA Kazi’s week at least!
RA Kazi starts with an accolade for Molly Dooker for being such a caring and helpful person
supporting his fellow Runners on the Run. I bet that cost you a few beer tokens Molly!
The current WOW Troppo is called forward as is McCockatoo as the weekly fall back WOW.
Troppo says that the winds of change seem to favour members of the Coffee Club and singles
out and nominates MauSei and Rooted for being MIA at the Coffee Club this morning
Run Report:
XYZ is called upon by GM Donka to give a Run Report form the Walking Pack perspective. He
reckoned it was a good walk, well marked with some Bush at the start [which the Walking Pack
actually missed!]. XYZ especially liked the short cut that he did with GM Donka and helped him
climb over the fence! He gives it 9 schillings out of 10. Bravefart takes over commentary for the
Runners and regurgitates most of the same but did say that he thought that it was set by someone
proficient on a bike! He gave it 8 / 10.
Captain Hook interrupts proceedings once again and is desperate to get his Sports report heard.
He talked some gibberish about 056 that made no sense to me. I could only surmise that as he is

a Fremantle Dockers supporter that he was crowing about the West Coast Eagles loss to the
Sydney Swans on the weekend! For this he earns another seat on the Ice. McCockatoo obviously
feels sorry for him and tags him on the Ice.
Next Week’s Run:
Anzac Day joint run – Blank from Bullsbrook is the Hare on TUESDAY 26 April @ Carine Open
Space, Carine. Note the 6.30pm start. BYO food but Bullsbrook will provide a drink stop. There
will be a raffle and all donations to Legacy. PLEASE ALL WEAR YOUR ANZAC HASH SHIRTS
AS A MARK OF RESPECT.
Next week’s Van driver:
Blow Job
Hash Lunch:
Munch Master Mel Adjusted announces that the next Hash lunch will be on Friday 6 May 2022
at 12.30pm at Funky Momo’s Nepalese restaurant, 604, Albany Highway in Victoria Park. It will
be BYO with A$2 corkage fee. This announcement sets off Arseholeo who reckons he will be in
Cambodia then and for interrupting earns a seat on the Ice.
Hares Act:
Sheepthrills engages the support of Song Master ELF to sing an old Jakarta Hash song “1 don’t
want to join the Army”. Needed a wee bit of rehearsal lads but good effort nonetheless.
Song:
Haberdash Precious is called upon to close the circle with what else? “Raise Your Mugs”!
ON ON
Donka / HardCase 23/52

